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Instead of taxing the poor people. Look at the person that has 20% of his income

taken by the grvernment Why don't we cut it to 15% and tax the corporation more

heavily. Well the corporations of any size ar. already taxed 18%. Practically half

of what they produce. And then out of that, what they pay out in dividente, the

person who has invested in the corporation 41 again has to pay maybe 20% or more

of that to the government. I'm sure that if the present corporation taxes had

been in existence 100 yrs, ago, we never would base attained our present material

situation. W must be practical. And when * person says what we need is to tax

corporations more and tax thepoor people less, he is exactly the the same position

James describes of thenian who says, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and tilled, and

does nothing for you. In fact the opposite, because be is doing less for you he is

injuring you. I rode an a jet plane several times recently, and you get into that

tremendous thing there, and you see it going down the path there and then going up

into the air, and you think of the still of the men who are running it. You think
for

of the organization that's back of It. Ton think of the tremendous organisation f'

making it with its thousands and thousands of parts, and keeping it in shape, and one

of them falling down on his job may mean death to you. And yet bow very few accidents

we have. Arid you realize what a tremendous accomplishment has been made

and what a tremendously involved and complicated organization of society has been built
easy

in these last 200 yrs. and how easy it essay it is simply to break it down and to put us

back into the conditions in which we were 600 yrs. ago. }fCgovern said, Let's give

everybody$1000. Well, why give everybody $1000 ? What will that do? That will just

raise inflation, and won't get any more within 2 or 3 months with our extra money

than we did before. iby not give everybody $10,000? Why not just have / the Govt.

give everybody money, enough so that nobody needs to work. We've all got plenty of

money now to buy everything. And you go down to the supermarket, and )14 there is

nobody thereto sell because he's got plenty of money, he doesn't need to bother to

work in a supermarket. And then when you use jØ(/ pp what 'e in the supermarket and

there is nobody to bring anything more into the superarket because they are all
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